
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of heavy truck driver. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for heavy truck driver

Maintain portable latrine and sink service logs and perform light maintenance
on portable latrines as needed
Properly dispose of effluent from truck holding tank in designated disposal
locations
Inspect vehicle each use
Employee is accountable for providing effective and efficient customer
service ensuring government standards and customer satisfaction are
maintained
Under limited supervision, this position is responsible for operating company
vehicles including vans, autos and light and heavy trucks pulling flat, box and
landoll trailers to transport a variety of materials, merchandise and heavy
equipment
When hauling a flatbed, step deck, or lowboy trailer load securement will
have to be performed to include using ratchet straps, chains and binders, and
securement dunnage
Loading rail car, will require setting out planks to drive from car to car and
handling railcar binders to secure equipment to rail cars
Hooking various types of military style trailers requiring long periods of
standing and bending to get items ready to haul or stage
Driver will be required to get the passenger endorsement added to their
class A CDL
Drivers will be required to learn to operate various type of MHE to include
forklifts ranging from 4k to 30k, backhoes, bulldozers, skid steers
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Some mechanical knowledge desired
Must be able to perform physically strenuous work outdoors in all types of
weather
Certificate from a vocational school or other recognized source with a major
study in the operation of Heavy trucks / Line Haul Vehicles
Possess a valid Commercial Driver’s License (CDL)
Experience loading equipment with RGN/Lowboy
One to two years rexperience operating equipment and 2 -3 years minimum
experience driving a truck required


